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ABSTRACT

The dynamics of fluxons in long Josephson junctions is a well-known example of soliton physics and allows for studying highly nonlinear rel-
ativistic electrodynamics on a microscopic scale. Such fluxons are supercurrent vortices that can be accelerated by bias current up to the
Swihart velocity, which is the characteristic velocity of electromagnetic waves in the junction. We experimentally demonstrate slowing down
relativistic fluxons in Josephson junctions whose bulk superconducting electrodes are replaced by thin films of a high kinetic inductance
superconductor. Here, the amount of magnetic flux carried by each supercurrent vortex is significantly smaller than the magnetic flux
quantum U0. Our data show that the Swihart velocity is reduced by about one order of magnitude compared to conventional long Josephson
junctions. At the same time, the characteristic impedance is increased by an order of magnitude, which makes these junctions suitable for a
variety of applications in superconducting electronics.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0082197

The Josephson effect and weak links in superconductors1,2 are at
the basis of a wide range of applications within superconducting elec-
tronics and many related fields. The well-known examples are super-
conducting quantum interference devices,3–6 voltage standard
circuits,7–9 and superconducting qubits.10,11 The dynamics of charges
and electromagnetic fields in Josephson junctions (JJs) is governed by
the phase difference between the overlapping wave functions of super-
conducting electrodes.1,2 In spatially extended JJs, the phase difference
can vary in both time and space, which gives rise to a variety of propa-
gating electromagnetic excitations. Common examples are linear
waves formed by plasma oscillations of the Cooper pair density
(Josephson plasmons), particle-like nonlinear wave packets with con-
served amplitude, shape, and velocity (solitons),12–16 and their bound
states formed by soliton–antisoliton pairs oscillating around their
common center of mass (breathers).17,18

In Josephson junctions, solitons occur in the form of Josephson
vortices, often called fluxons,13–15,19 which are pinned at the tunnel
barrier plane and may propagate along this plane.14,20,21 By applying a

bias current across the junction, these vortices can be accelerated up to
the speed of light inside the Josephson transmission line, which is
noted as Swihart velocity �c.22 The vortex’s supercurrent is associated
with a spatially localized 2p-kink in the superconducting phase differ-
ence across the junction. In “conventional” JJs, bulk electrodes provide
complete magnetic screening, so that the fluxoid quantization of the
phase in 2p units is linked to the magnetic flux carried by the vortex,
which in turn is quantized in units of the magnetic flux quantum
U0 ¼ h=2e.1,2

The system’s properties, such as velocity and spatial extension
of a fluxon, are governed by the tunnel barrier’s capacitance C and
critical current density jc as well as the lead inductance L0 along
the propagation direction. The precise controllability of these
parameters qualifies Josephson vortices as excellent candidates
for quantitative exploration of soliton physics. A preferred toy
model is a quasi one-dimensional long Josephson junction (LJJ),
whose length ‘ exceeds the characteristic spatial scale of the
vortex kJ, whereas the width w is much smaller than kJ. Extensive
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experiments in the past demonstrated, for instance, soliton–(anti)-
soliton interactions,19,23 interplay with cavity resonances,24–28

Lorentz contraction of relativistic solitons,21,29 and flux-flow
dynamics of dense chains of solitons.30,31 The latter regime finds
its applications in microwave and millimeter-wave generation32,33

and amplification of microwave signals.34,35

In all previous experiments with conventional JJs, the typical
Swihart velocity was about a few percent of the light velocity in vac-
uum, while the junction’s characteristic impedance was typically less
than a few ohms.36–38 These parameters are limited by the electrode’s
geometric inductance, which is given by the magnetic field penetration
depth in the bulk superconducting electrodes and confined by the fea-
sible structure size. In particular, the very low characteristic impedance
of LJJs remained the major obstacle limiting their applications in
superconducting electronics.

In this work, we overcome the above constraints by at least
one order of magnitude via replacing the bulk electrodes of LJJ
with a high kinetic inductance superconductor (HKIS), which
increases the total inductance of the Josephson transmission line
beyond the purely geometrical limit. Using the sine-Gordon
model, we evaluate the impact of kinetic inductance on the Swihart
velocity, Josephson length, and junction impedance. We verify
these predictions by transport measurements at different magnetic
fields, temperatures, and under microwave irradiation. We demon-
strate a reduction of the Swihart velocity by one order of magni-
tude compared to the conventional junctions. Correspondingly, we
estimate the characteristic impedance of our junctions to be a few
tens of ohms, opening the way toward matching them to standard
50-ohm microwave cables and circuits.

Conventional LJJs can theoretically be modeled by lumped ele-
ments of resistively and capacitively shunted junctions1,39,40 in the z-
direction, which are extended along the x-axis and, thus, connected via
inductive leads. The resulting perturbed sine-Gordon equation12,19

@ssu� @vvuþ sinu ¼ c� a@su (1)

describes the junction’s phase dynamics uðv; sÞ. The time t and the
spatial coordinate x are normalized to s ¼ xpt and v ¼ x=kJ, respec-
tively, with the Josephson plasma frequency xp ¼ ð2pjc=cU0Þ1=2 as
inverse timescale and the Josephson penetration length
kJ ¼ ðU0=2pjcL

(
0 Þ

1=2 as the characteristic length. Here, jc denotes the
critical current density of the tunnel barrier, c ¼ C=lw its specific
capacitance, and L(

0 the lead inductance per square. The left side of
the perturbed sine-Gordon equation (1) is a wave equation, which
describes the Josephson transmission line with the characteristic
(Swihart) velocity �c ¼ kJxp ¼ ðcL(

0 Þ
�1=2.22 The terms on the right

side of Eq. (1) denote perturbations, namely, a normalized bias current
density c ¼ jb=jc, and Ohmic dissipation due to quasiparticle tunnel-
ing a.

The sine-Gordon model remains valid41 even with additional
lumped elements of kinetic inductance Lk in the electrodes. Here, we
complement L(

0 with a kinetic part. This additional kinetic inductance
of the electrode material comes along with a larger magnetic field pen-
etration depth kL, which significantly modifies the vortex shape in
such LJJs [see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. The vortex current distributes inho-
mogeneously over the whole film thicknesses of the HKIS electrodes
d1, d2. This yields reduced effective participation of the bulk kinetic
inductance to the Josephson length kJ. We take this effect into account

by introducing a geometrical factor 0 < gð~rÞ < 1, such that for the
junction’s total lead inductance holds L(

0 ¼ L(
g þ gð~rÞL(

k .
Compared to conventional long Josephson junctions, here the

enlarged L(
0 results in slower Swihart velocity �c � ðL(

0 Þ
�1=2 and

smaller vortex size kJ � ðL(
0 Þ
�1=241 while the junction impedance

Z ¼ ðL(
0 =cÞ

1=2=w,42 correspondingly, increases. The lead inductance
L(
0 along z [see Fig. 1(b)] plays a minor role for supercurrent oscilla-

tions across the barrier that is why the change in L(
0 does not affect

the Josephson plasma frequency, to the first order. Furthermore, a sub-
stantial fraction of the vortex’s total 2p phase winding drops at the
dominating kinetic inductance, which generates no magnetic field and
results in incomplete magnetic screening. The phase winding (fluxoid)
quantization remains valid, but it does no longer necessitate quantized
magnetic flux. The magnetic flux transported by a Josephson vortex U
is, thus, significantly smaller than U0, so that this kind of vortex can be
more correctly noted as “fluxoid” instead of “fluxon.” Similar fluxoids
were previously observed in arrays of JJs,43 where the current distribu-
tion is predefined by the array geometry. Our approach to impedance-
tailored LJJs provides fluxoids in a continuous Josephson medium
where the current distribution evolves with no spatial constraints.

The high kinetic inductance superconductor of our choice is a
thin film of granular aluminum oxide (AlOx), which have been used
to establish macroscopic circuit quantum electrodynamics. This mate-
rial consists of pure aluminum grains separated by intrinsic nanoscale
tunnel barriers (TB),45 which strongly influence both the normal and
the superconducting transport properties (Tc ¼ 1:6–2:0K). In the

FIG. 1. (a) Micrograph of a long junction (dark gray area) in quasi-overlap geometry
in the top view and (b) schematic cross section of the junction stack (along the
dash-dotted line). The junction consists of layers of a high kinetic inductance super-
conductor (HKIS), an insulating tunnel barrier (TB), and a HKIS proximitized by low
kinetic inductance superconductor (LKIS). The equivalent circuit of the LJJ’s unit
cell (dashed gray line) consists of a resistively and capacitively shunted junction
across the TB together with inductive leads. (c) Josephson vortices (schematically
shown as reddish ring current) arise in conventional Josephson junction with bulk
LKISs as fluxons, each of them carrying one magnetic flux quantum U0. (d) In
impedance-tailored junctions including HKISs, Josephson vortices appear as flux-
oids, which have reduced length, speed, and magnetic flux.
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superconducting state, this granular material can be considered as a
disordered network of Josephson junctions,45 each of them providing
a kinetic-type Josephson inductance1 related to the junction normal
state tunnel resistance Rn and the superconducting gap D by
Lk ¼ �hRn=pD.46–50 The conductivity and inductance of HKIS formed
by AlOx can vary over five orders of magnitude,51,52 depending on the
oxygen concentration in the nanoscale TBs,53 which is controlled by
the oxygen partial pressure during the reactive sputtering process.49

This enormous versatility enables us using AlOx for different pur-
poses, e.g., for depositing junctions with an HKIS in the bottom elec-
trode, for depositing an insulating TB, and for forming a top electrode
as a combination of HKIS and pure aluminum, as illustrated in Fig.
1(b). As summarized in Table I, we have fabricated three different
junction stacks (A, B, and C) with varied values of L(

k and jc.
Since the normal sheet resistance R(

n is the crucial parameter to
obtain the desired kinetic inductance per unit square L(

k , we monitor
both the film thickness d and sheet resistance R(

n during the film
deposition. This in situ R(d) measurement allows us to fit the theoreti-
cal model for fine-grained polycrystalline thin films by Mayadas
et al.44 and to determine the specific resistance q0. For sample A, its
value is q0 ¼ 70:760:2 lX cm yielding R(

n � 35X for a 20 nm thick
film (for details, see the supplementary material, S1).

As the oxygen partial pressure can be adjusted during sputtering
process, this kind of measurement is a powerful tool to achieve the
aimed kinetic inductance value, with an accuracy of about 10%, at a
fixed film thickness. Figure 2 depicts such adjustments as knees and
the creation of a tunnel barrier (emphasized in the inset). By reaching
the targeted resistance at the end of the static oxidation process, we
can assume the complete oxidation of the aluminum layer and also
estimate the barrier thickness.

The junctions were patterned from trilayers by using etching and
anodic oxidization processes.54,55 The fabricated JJs were intentionally
varied in length (20–120mm), width (2–5mm), and geometry. The lat-
ter defines the distribution of the bias current over the junction56,57

and, therefore, affects the vortex dynamics. As discussed in detail in
the supplementary material, S1, we fabricated junctions of square,
inline, and (quasi-) overlap geometries.58 We characterized the fabri-
cated JJs [see Fig. 1(a)] by transport measurements at millikelvin tem-
peratures and determined their characteristic parameters kJ; �c, and xp

independently.
In the first experiment, we determine the fluxoid’s spatial exten-

sions in both x and z directions, the Josephson length kJ, and the mag-
netic thickness K of the tunnel barrier from measurements of the
dependence of the critical current on magnetic field applied in the
plane of the tunnel barrier. Examples of such critical current vs field
patterns are depicted in Fig. 3. In high in-plane magnetic fields, where

the junction is considered to be completely penetrated by magnetic
flux along the x axis, K is determined from the critical current’s peri-
odicity DBa by K ¼ U0=‘DBa. As can be seen in Table I, Lk affects K,
since the proximitized top electrode’s London penetration depth kL
enlarges with increasing Lk, whereas the bottom electrode of each
stack is in the thin film limit d1 � kL1 and, thus, contributes to K
with d1=2.

61 Together with the first critical fieldHc1, above which vor-
tices can enter the junction, we calculate the vortex size
kJ ¼ U0=pl0Hc1K

62 and the kinetic inductance contributing locally
to kJ. The comparison of this value gð~rÞL(

k with the kinetic induc-
tance of the bottom layer L(

k , estimated from the resistance R(
n mea-

sured in situ as R(d) during the sample deposition, yields the geometry
factor gð~rÞ on the order of 10�1, as given in Table I.

In a second experiment, we determine the Swihart velocity from
equidistant subgap current singularities originating in junction cavity
mode excitations. In zero magnetic fields, these excitations are
Josephson vortices, which are accelerated by the bias current, causing
a Lorentz force, and reflected at the edges while reversing their polar-
ity. Such resonant vortex oscillations manifest as current steps at inte-
ger multiples of the first zero-field step (ZFS) VZFS

1 ¼ U0�c=‘.
25

Another kind of current singularities arises above the critical magnetic
field where the Josephson frequency of a biased junction excites elec-
tromagnetic standing waves in the junction cavity. Such singularities
are known as Fiske steps (FS) and occur at voltages with half the

TABLE I. Properties of the fabricated trilayers. The normal conducting sheet resistance of the bottom electrode R(
n is extracted from the film deposition. The critical current den-

sities jc are determined from squared junctions, and Ambegaokar–Baratoff estimations coincide to switching current measurements with junction areas of (20mm)2. Magnetic
thickness K exp and Josephson penetration depth kJ are derived from the critical current’s magnetic field dependence of inline junctions at T � 300mK, from which also the
geometry factor gð~r Þ follows. From overlap junctions, the Swihart velocity �c and the impedance Z is acquired from the periodicity of zero-field and Fiske steps at around 1 K.

Trilayer R(
n ðXÞ jc (A cm�2) K exp (nm) kJ (mm) gð~rÞ ð10�2Þ �czfs=c0 ð10�3Þ �cFS=c0 ð10�3Þ Z ðXÞ

A 38 0.326 0.03 696 2 LJJ limit not reached for ‘ � 120mm 6.566 0.03 2.796 0.04
B 75 12.56 0.3 726 9 17.26 2.2 156 4 4.276 0.06 3.646 0.02 4.116 0.06
C 778 1.906 0.01 946 9 19.56 1.8 136 3 3.376 0.08 3.226 0.03 14.06 0.4

FIG. 2. In situ resistance monitoring during different trilayer depositions. The fit of
the thickness dependent normal resistance RnðdÞ to the model of fine-grained poly-
crystalline thin films by Mayadas et al.44 allows us to estimate the final resistance
and to readjust the oxygen partial pressure if needed (trilayers B and C). The inset
points out the tunnel barrier creation by deposition of pure Al (a) and (b) and subse-
quent static oxidation (b) and (c).
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periodicity of ZFS VFS
1 ¼ U0�c=2l.

26–28 As the vortex propagation
velocity depends on the bias current c and the damping parameter a,
the characteristic shape of the nth ZFS step is given by15

VZFS
n ðcÞ ¼ VZFS

1
nffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ 4a
pc

� �2
s : (2)

The Swihart velocity �c is determined by the periodicity of the current
singularities and the known junction length ‘ (see Table I). As the
junctions are underdamped (note the large hysteresis between critical
and retrapping currents in the IV characteristics in the inset of Fig. 3),
for reliably observing these current singularities arising from the sub-
gap resistance branch, it helps to increase the damping by increasing
temperature of the sample. Then, however, the Stewart–McCumber
branch cuts the lower part of the higher-order steps, as shown in
Fig. 4. For underdamped junctions, cavity oscillations are unstable for
x � xp,

63,64 which explains missing the first FS in Fig. 4.
In the third experiment, we determine the Josephson plasma fre-

quency xp by measuring the plasma resonance of a square-shaped
junction made of the trilayer B. The Josephson plasma oscillations are
excited by applying external microwave irradiation. Resonant, subhar-
monic, or superharmonic driving65 causes a multi-valued switching
current from the zero to the nonzero voltage state. The secondary
peaks in the switching current distribution65–67 (see inset of Fig. S3 in
the supplementary material, S2.2) are identified as resonant currents,
for which the fixed external drive frequency equals the Josephson
plasma resonance frequency x0, its integer multiples, or its fractions

of x0. Since the bias current tilts the washboard potential of a JJ68 and,
thus, affects its shape, the associated internal oscillation frequency holds
x0ðcÞ ¼ xpð1� c2Þ1=4.69 Orthogonal distance regression, as shown in
Fig. S3, yields the plasma frequency xp=2p ¼ 13:2860:05GHz, the
critical current Ic ¼ 8:3660:08lA, and, hence, the specific tunnel bar-
rier capacitance c ¼ 36:460:04 fFlm�2.

To analyze the impact of the electrode’s kinetic inductance on
LJJs, their characteristic parameters, listed in Table I, are compared
with estimations for conventional LJJs with equal tunnel barrier prop-
erties jc and c, but made from pure aluminum. Here, we assume that
pure aluminum electrodes have negligible kinetic inductance. The
result of this comparison is that the electrode’s kinetic inductance
reduces both the Josephson length kJ and the Swihart velocity �c by a
factor of up to 40, while the Josephson plasma frequency xp remains
nearly unchanged. Accordingly, the wave impedance of LJJs is
increased by the same factor. The inductance contributing to
Josephson plasma oscillations is dominated by the macroscopic stack
TB rather than the nanoscopic TBs in AlOx due to the much stronger
intergrain coupling so that the increase in Lk can be neglected to the
first order. The combination of the independently measured parame-
ters corresponds to the conventional sine-Gordon model with modi-
fied �c ¼ kJxp.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate a significantly reduced
Swihart velocity in long Josephson junctions fabricated with high
kinetic inductance electrodes. In our work, we used disordered oxi-
dized aluminum as a high kinetic inductance superconductor. Our
experiments demonstrate a decrease in the vortex’s size and a

FIG. 3. Magnetic diffraction pattern of a 110� 5 mm2 long junction of trilayer B in
inline geometry at different temperatures. The linear decrease in the Meissner
phase confirms the long junction limit, and the extrapolated root of the mainlobe
corresponds to 6Hc1. The asymmetric lobes arise because of inhomogeneously
distributed bias currents and different electrode inductances.57,59,60 The inset shows
an IV-characteristic at the main maxima with large hysteresis implying high quality
factors.

FIG. 4. Current singularities of 100� 5mm2 and 110� 5mm2 long junctions of
sample B in quasi-overlap geometry without and with magnetic fields, respectively.
The dark gray line and the gray shaded area display the fits to Eq. (2) and their
errors. (a) Zero-field steps arise only with sufficient damping in the junctions, which
is realized by temperatures just below the critical temperature Tc � 1:25 K. (b)
Fiske steps occur at different magnetic fields and their characteristic rounded shape
originates from the increased damping at T ¼ 1:0 K.
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reduction of its limiting (Swihart) velocity by about one order of mag-
nitude in comparison with conventional LJJs. The measured Swihart
velocities down to a small fraction of 3� 10�3 of the light velocity in
vacuum, in turn, correspond to an increase junction’s wave impedance
up to 14X compared to 4X of conventional, similarly made LJJs. The
high-kinetic inductance electrodes, thus, enable tailoring the junction
impedance and facilitate solving the long-standing problem of imped-
ance matching LJJs to external circuits and 50X cables. Matching the
impedance to external loads is crucial for increasing the efficiency of
Josephson flux-flow oscillators used for microwave generation and
amplification. Furthermore, the reduction of vortex size results in
fewer charges participating in internal junction dynamics, a smaller
effective capacitance over the vortex area Ceff , and thus, increases the
effective charging energy Ec;eff ¼ q2=2Ceff . As Ec;eff plays the key role
in experimentally reaching the quantum regime of Josephson vortex
dynamics,70 high kinetic inductance electrodes also facilitate observing
the quantum electrodynamics phenomena in long Josephson
junctions.

See the supplementary material for more information about the
experimental details, junction characterization, and plasma frequency
measurements.
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